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MedFest Introduction

MedFest Introduction
Global Fact Sheet
What is MedFest?
MedFest is a Healthy Athletes screening event that provides Special Olympics athletes with free
sports physicals that they need in order to participate in Special Olympics games and events.

Who participates in MedFest?
Any Special Olympics athlete or person with an intellectual disability (ID) is eligible for a free
sports physical. North Carolina MedFests are organized by local programs/planning teams with
support from Special Olympics North Carolina. Local programs form partnerships with medical
providers and local companies that provide donations to the event.

How does MedFest work?
How MedFest works will vary from event to event. County or regional MedFests are organized
by a local planning team. Ideally, each MedFest has a certified Clinical Director- a medical
provider who has completed an online training and heads the medical team. Having a Clinical
Director establishes continuity and consistency while qualifying the event for grant funds from
Special Olympics. In North Carolina, MedFests mostly serve student populations and students
are bussed to the event by their schools. Athletes or a parent/guardian must fill out an athlete
participation packet prior to the event. Athletes are evaluated by a medical provider and are
approved for participation, or not approved and referred for follow up. That being said, if there
are athletes who need physicals, and providers willing to give them, MedFest can look however
it needs to. Here are some different program models to think about:

Program Models
Returning vs. New Athletes
Will the MedFest focus on returning athletes, new athletes, or both? Any method is fine, but
keep in mind it will affect how the team recruits athletes.

Stand-Alone vs. Games-based
Will the MedFest happen on its own or alongside a games event? Most MedFests have been
stand-alone, but this doesn’t mean a games-based MedFest can’t happen. Keep in mind that if
the team decides to have MedFest at Spring Games, for example, athletes who are getting their
physicals at MedFest will not be able to participate in Spring Games because their registration
and physical should have been completed prior to the event.

Single vs. Multiple Disciplines
MedFest is just 1 of 8 healthy athletes disciplines. Some MedFests occur by themselves, others
occur in conjunction with screenings like Special Smiles, our dentistry screenings, or FUN
Fitness, our physical therapy screenings. Single discipline events or multiple discipline events
are fine, it just depends on community/local program needs and availability of volunteers in
different disciplines.

MedFest Planning Overview
MedFest Starter Kit
The starter kit gives general planning tips, explains the roles of the MedFest planning team, has
information on logistics, and gives more information about the clinical director role. The rest of
the handbook will glaze over some of these details, so make sure the team reads this.
Please, review the MedFest starter kit at this link:
http://sonc.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/MedFest-Starter-Kit.pdf

Special Olympics MedFest Clinical Director Manual
The MedFest manual was developed by Special Olympics International to provide Clinical
Directors with the materials they need to run a successful event:
http://media.specialolympics.org/resources/health/disciplines/medfest/MedFest_Manual_2017_
Updated_November2017.pdf?_ga=2.21030322.828282573.1551800882438646914.1549987698
It is not only useful for Clinical Directors/Medical Leads but also the whole planning team. It’s
highly recommended that everyone read it as it gives details on planning schedules, venue
logistics, and exam logistics.

Planning Timeline
The
graphic
above

illustrates a planning timeline for MedFest. These are not hard deadlines. Planning is flexible
and the planning timeline for each MedFest should look different. It’s helpful for each team to
develop their own timeline, goals, and objectives in their first meeting. Use the graphic above as
an example. The guide gives a more detailed example of a planning schedule below.

Planning Schedule
Once again, the following timeline is a recommendation. Each planning team should create their
own timeline.
4-6 months out:
● Event Lead:
○ Create planning team
○ Coordinate first meeting, set up future meetings
○ Assist other team members
● Entire team:
○ Set a goal for athlete participation/size of MedFest
○ Choose a facility for the event
● Medical Lead/Clinical Director:
○ Start reaching out to/confirming clinical volunteers
○ Clinical Director: if new, complete training ASAP to become certified
● Medical Lead and Logistics Manager:
○ Secure date with the facility that works with medical volunteers
● Logistics Manager
 If grant money is needed for supplies/giveaways, work with SONC to write up a
grant request
● School Lead:
○ Reach out to schools
○ Meet with teachers
● Wellness Fair Lead:
○ Reach out to community partners to participate in event
2-3 months out:
 Entire team:
 Facility walk through
 Event Lead:
 Assist other team members as needed
 Coordinate communication and meetings, ensure team is on track
 Plan walk through of the facility, include all team members but make sure
logistics manager is in attendance
 Medical Lead:
 Confirm all medical volunteers if this hasn’t been done already
 Identify a referral site for athletes who need follow up care
 General Volunteer Lead:
 Recruit general volunteers
 Contact SONC Volunteer Manager to post on volunteermatch if needed
 School Lead:
 Distribute Athlete Participation Packets
■ Follow up with teachers as needed
 Logistics Manager:
 Reach out to community organizations for meal and giveaway donations

 Develop equipment lists and let SONC know what equipment is needed from
them
 Plan layout/flow of the event after walkthrough
 Wellness Fair Lead
 Continue coordination of Wellness Fair participation
1 month out:
● Event Lead:
○ Assist other team members
○ Work with logistics manager on the flow of the event
● Medical Lead:
○ Continue working on referral site if needed
● General Volunteer Lead:
○ Deliver volunteer shirt numbers for all volunteers (including medical) to SONC
Logistics manager
● School Lead
○ Collect all athlete participation packets, make sure information is complete
■ Send packets back if not complete/correct
○ Follow up with teachers if needed, packets may come in late
● Logistics Manager
○ Confirm equipment with SONC Logistics Manager and Health Director, make
adjustments as needed
2 weeks out:
● Event Lead:
○ Create schedule for the day of the event
○ Work with school lead and logistics manager to iron out event details
● General volunteer lead:
○ Send email to all volunteers with roles and assignments, including medical
● School Lead:
○ Schedule transportation with schools
○ Send reminder to teachers/athletes
Day before:
● Entire team:
○ Set up
● Event Lead:
○ Print out schedules for team and volunteers
● Medical Lead:
○ Make sure physical forms and referral forms are printed for the event
Day of:
● Entire team:
○ Arrive early with volunteers to complete volunteer training if not completed at an
earlier date
● School Lead:
○ Ensure that copies of physical forms are made to send back with teachers
○ Get completed packets and physical forms to SONC

MedFest Planning Team
Planning Team Roles
MedFest works best when there’s a planning team. It’s best to have one person assigned to
each role, but we recommend having at least 2 people to share all the responsibilities of the
planning team. The purpose of the planning team is to ensure that tasks are delegated
appropriately and that team members are accountable for their responsibilities. Breaking up the
responsibilities ensure that no one person is overwhelmed. The starter kit outlines the roles, and
more details are outlined below.

Event Lead
The Event Lead should be available to all team members with additional help for their roles. The
Event Lead should also take notes at planning meetings and make these notes available to all
team members. It helps to send out a plan of action email after meetings to summarize team
member responsibilities before the next meeting. The Event Lead should also help create the
schedule for the day of MedFest. On the day of the event, the Event Lead should be free to float
throughout the event, checking on multiple stations and ensuring overall flow.

Medical/Health Lead
Ideally, the Clinical Director will be the Medical Lead. Clinical Directors establish consistency
and continuity from year to year and allow planning teams to apply for grant funds from Special
Olympics for equipment, supplies, athlete giveaways, snacks, meals etc.
The Medical Lead recruits and manages all of the medical volunteers and oversees the physical
exam logistics. Medical volunteers can be MDs, DOs, NPs, PAs or students of these
professions. Student volunteers will need faculty oversight in order to perform the physicals.

School Lead
The School Lead is responsible for all communication and coordination with schools and
school/athlete participation. If the MedFest does not plan to involve schools, this role can just be
titled, “Athlete Participation Lead.”
MedFest serves mostly a student population and often takes place at schools. Ideally, the
School Lead is someone who teachers already know or are familiar with. Thise ensures the best
relationship with teachers and the best communication. If a School Lead who is familiar with
schools is not possible, the School Lead should attempt to plan a meeting for teachers where
introductions are made and Athlete Participation Packets are delivered. Establishing personal
relationships with teachers early on leads to higher athlete participation.

General Volunteer Lead
The General Volunteer Lead is responsible for recruiting and managing general volunteers.
General volunteers are needed for check-in, check out, and general flow of the event. If working
with a school or university, assigning students as Buddies to each athlete is helpful. A Buddy is
paired with an athlete for the entire event and guides them through MedFest. The Buddy holds
on to paperwork as well. Recruiting general volunteers from local schools and universities or
through the local program is useful. The General Volunteer Lead should create a document for
volunteers detailing their roles and their schedule for the day.

Wellness Fair Lead
The Wellness Fair consists of activities and/or demos for athletes. It is not mandatory for
MedFest, but is a great add-on, especially if MedFest is taking place separately from a sports
event. If MedFest is taking place during Spring Games, for example, there already may be
activities there that make a Wellness Fair unnecessary. Communities organizations are
encouraged to be involved. Schools or universities may have student organizations that would
be interested in setting up a booth or activity. Fitness and nutrition demos make great wellness
fair activities. Make sure activities are hands on and directly involve the athletes, rather than just
giving information or simply showing something.

Logistics Manager
The Logistics Manager is in charge of venue details before, during, and after the event. This
includes setup and equipment management. The Logistics Manager should plan the layout of
the event and gather all equipment needed. Equipment includes things beyond medical supplies
like pens, and clipboards. The Logistics Manager should also reach out to local organizations or
companies for donations to the event. Donations include giveaways for the athletes, volunteer
meals or snacks, and athlete meals or snacks. If donations are not possible, the Logistics
Manager can work with SONC to apply for grant funds.

Planning Team Resources
Medical/Health Lead Resources
Physical Exam Logistics and Medical Volunteers
The Special Olympics MedFest Manual suggests that each provider be expected to see about 6
athletes every hour. If medical/NP/PA students are providing the physicals, expect this to
decrease to about 3 athletes every hour. Plan for the number of medical volunteers/stations
accordingly.
Here is a formula that will help determine the number of clinical volunteers needed, based on
the assumption that providers will see 6 athletes every hour (change the 6 to a 3 if students are
performing the physicals):

The Medical Lead is responsible for making sure that medical providers have physical forms
and referral forms the day of the event. Those can be found here (pages 3 & 4):
https://media.specialolympics.org/resources/leading-a-program/registrationforms/SOI_Medical%20Form_US%20Programs_July2017.pdf?_ga=2.190294818.828282573.1
551800882-438646914.1549987698
The Medical Lead is also responsible for finding a facility that will accept athletes as referrals.
The Medical Lead should provide a flyer/information, as well as the referral form, to each athlete
that needs a referral.
Referral locations should:
● Accept a wide variety of insurance plans
● Have a sliding scale or other means to work with low-income patients
● Fill out referral form provided to them by the athlete from Special Olympics
● Have a contact to send the completed referral form to
Referrals are an important part of ensuring athlete health and improved access to care. Ideally,
the medical lead would follow up with referral locations to see if the athlete has been seen, and
follow up with the athlete if necessary. In the best possible scenario, the referral location would
send a volunteer to set up at MedFest and make appointments for athletes on site. This ensures
that athletes are getting the follow up care they need.

School Lead Resources
The Athlete Participation Packet consists of an information form, a release form, 2 health history
forms, and a physical form. The information form, release form, and health history pages should
all be filled out prior to the event. This is the packet that should go home with athletes:
http://sonc.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/Athlete-Participation-Packet-2018.pdf
Along with the packet, a letter explaining MedFest to parents/guardians should also be included.
This letter should explain what’s expected and when paperwork should be turned in. Here’s an
example of a letter to parents/guardians:
Dear Parents and Guardians,
Campbell University is excited to partner with Harnett County Schools in
organizing and hosting Harnett County’s first MedFest on November 8th, 2018, at the
Overhills High School campus. MedFest is an event that offers free physicals to students
who would like to participate in Special Olympics activities.
In order for each student to participate in Medfest, an Athlete Participation Packet
must be filled out by a parent or guardian and turned in to schools prior to the event. We
are asking that these forms be completed, signed, and returned to your student’s
teacher by Friday, October 26th. If these forms do not have signatures, the
student will not be able to participate in MedFest. Signature fields are highlighted on
the forms. The Athlete Participation Packet consists of 3 forms that must be completed:
Information Form (1 page), Release Form (1 page), and Health History Forms (2 pages).
A copy of the forms will be returned to you for your records.
Please contact your child’s teacher if you have any questions. If you do not want
your child to participate, please indicate that on the form and return it to the teacher.
Sincerely,
Medfest Team at Campbell University

Outline clear deadlines with teachers of when to send packets home, when to send reminders
with students, and when to have all packets returned by. Schedule the turn-in deadline in
advance because packets will definitely come in afterward.

General Volunteer Lead Resources
SONC’s Volunteer Coordinator can post ads for volunteers on volunteermatch.com if needed.
Please contact the Volunteer Coordinator several months in advance for postings.

Equipment
This is a medical equipment list based on 100 athletes:

Once again, keep in mind non-medical equipment needs such as clipboards, pens, tape to mark
off vision stations, measuring tapes to measure vision stations etc.
If equipment is needed from SONC, please contact the SONC Logistics Manager.

Event Layout
This is a sample layout based on a 5 hour event planning to see 200 athletes. This is a huge
event and MedFests are often far smaller. Plan the layout according to the size and needs of
the event.

Flow of Event
This section will focus on what happens when an athlete arrives MedFest and how they move
through the event.
1. Check in
a. Athlete checks in and check in volunteers make sure they have all the paperwork
they need.
b. Check in volunteers sign athlete in and a flow volunteer shows the athlete (and
their buddy if applicable) to a waiting area.
2. Waiting Area
a. Athlete waits to be called for vitals. Ideally, there should be games, puzzles,
music, or other activities in the waiting area.
b. Volunteer calls athlete to the vitals station.
3. Vitals Station
a. Medical volunteer takes athlete vitals and records them on a physical form.
4. Exam Station
a. Athlete (and buddy) move to open exam area after vitals are completed.
b. Medical provider completes exam and physical form.
5. Checkout
a. Athlete (and buddy) move to check out area.
b. Check out volunteers review paperwork for completion and signature.
6. Wellness Fair (optional, can also occur before the athlete moves through MedFest)
a. Athlete (and buddy) move through Wellness Fair and participate in activities.
7. Athlete leaves MedFest

After MedFest…
Make sure completed packets and physical forms are delivered to SONC. These should be
hand delivered, mailed or faxed to the SONC Health Director. Follow up with athletes who need
referrals, if possible, to ensure they get the care they need.
Have a debrief meeting with the entire team to talk about what worked well, what didn’t, and
what the team would like to see happen next year.

